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The Learning Navigator was first conceptualized in 2007, when data 

collection indicated the need for a new learning framework

 There was lots of training, but no clear indication of what courses to take when

 Focus was shifting from interpersonal skill development to targeted functional skill 

building

 Targeted training was required for Frontline Leaders (FLLs)

Project managers were looking for consistency in key skill sets (e.g., deck writing) on 

all projects

 Training budgets were limited; a better way to prioritize was required

We needed to continue to think of training more holistically; not solely classroom

based

The Business Told Us…



The Learning Navigator will become the gateway to key L&D programs 

and offerings; guiding staff as they explore available resources

 Critical Learning Paths can

position staff to excel by specifying 

the courses most essential to 

success; many of these courses 

will teach them about the unique 

way that the firm does business, 

while others simply help to develop 

skills critical for success in our 

environment

 The Functional Learning areas 

help staff to choose their 

destination by providing guidelines 

on how to build functional and 

technical skills

 Employee Development 

Frameworks describe how to 

supplement Critical Paths with 

learning and development tailored 

to each individual’s competency 

needs; no matter firm level or role, 

exploring these frameworks is a 

side trip worth taking

Over time, the Navigator 

will evolve and include 

new content



Critical Learning Paths will guide staff through their first years at 

the firm, or first years in a leadership role

The New Hire Immersion Learning Path should be followed by employees in their first 

months at the firm and includes classroom and self-paced programs

The Core 

Critical 

Learning 

Path enables 

staff to chart 

their course, 

providing 

foundational 

knowledge on 

the 

competencies 

required to be 

successful in 

role

The Frontline 

Leader (FLL) 

Critical 

Learning 

Path prepares 

FLLs through 

courses on 

leadership and 

people 

development

Not currently 

defined paths; 

the Functional 

Learning Areas 

will continue to 

evolve over time



Updated Employee Development Frameworks have been released 

concurrent with the launch of the Learning Navigator

Employee Development 

Frameworks provide:

Level-specific 

recommendations for courses 

and on-the-job activities

Guidance on a variety of 

ways to enhance competency 

development

Success Factors tailored to 

our firm

Tip Card appendix 

summarizing CLP and EDF info 

for classroom and self-paced 

courses



The Learning Navigator is deployed from people.bah.com via an 

interactive file with the look/feel of a global positioning system (GPS)



Three modules are tailored to employees’ roles in the firm, yet 

contain common elements

Client-facing Staff

Internal Professional

Administrative Professional

7

 There are three customized modules

 Each has a “neighborhood” view that serves as 

the starting point for navigating all areas



Demonstration



Questions


